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Chapter 5  Visualization

We have developed interactive visualization software, VFIVE, for CAVE-type virtual reality system. VFIVE enables us to

visualize intuitively three-dimensionally complex features of phenomena in the simulation data. In this fiscal year, four kinds

of functions, animation, acceleration of polygon generation, interactive data extraction/amplification and parameter saver,

have been added to VFIVE.

We have developed also a visualization program system, YYView, to realize semi-interactive visualization for large-scale

data. YYView puts our parallel visualization program, MovieMaker, at the core of visualization and rendering processes, 

and makes fast a high-quality movie (sequential images) of visualization results for given simulation data. In this fiscal year,

user interface programs and a data processing program have been newly developed for interactivity of YYView system. These

programs enable us to determine several visualization parameters interactively on the windows, before making movie.

Movies of visualization results for three different kinds of simulation data are shown at the end of this report. Two of those

are visualized by YYView/MovieMaker.
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1. Introduction
Advanced Perception Research Group of the Earth

Simulator Center is performing research and development on

advanced visualization of large scale simulation data.  The

results in this fiscal year can be summarized as: (1)

Development of three-dimensional and interactive visualiza-

tion software, VFIVE, for the CAVE-type virtual reality

(VR) system; (2) Development of a parallel rendering soft-

ware, YYView, for scientific visualization of large-scale and

three-dimensional simulation results with time evolution.

2. Development of VR software, VFIVE
The development of an interactive visualization environ-

ment for three-dimensional simulation data is one of the

most challenging tasks for visualization researchers. We

believe that the modern virtual reality (VR) technology,

especially the CAVE-type VR system, provides the best

solution today.

The CAVE is a room-sized and cubic-shaped VR system

developed at University of Illinois, Chicago. We installed a

CAVE system "BRAVE" in 2003 (Fig. 1). Stereo images are

projected onto its 3m × 3m screens of the walls and the floor.

The viewer stands in the CAVE's room wearing a liquid crys-

tal shutter glasses. Several retro-reflective markers are

attached to the glasses so that the projected images are auto-

matically adjusted to the viewer's position and direction in

real time. The stereo images for the four screens (3 walls + 1

floor) are generated by four DLP projectors. Since they are

projected seamlessly on their borders, everything looks natu-

ral from the viewer inside the CAVE and feels a deep immer-

sion in the VR world. The viewer can interact with the simu-

lation data through a portable controller. Markers are also

attached to the controller to detect its position and direction.

VFIVE is our original virtual reality visualization soft-

ware for CAVE systems (See Fig. 2). VFIVE is a fully inter-

active visualization tool; we can control the isosurface level

by the vertical motion of the controller in the CAVE room;

we can release new tracer particles from the tip of the con-

troller by pressing a button; and a spotlight is emitted by the

controller and thousands of tracer particles are flying in the

cone-shaped light. From the original version, VFIVE has

basic visualization methods such as the isosurface and the

stream line. 

In this fiscal year, we added the following new functions

and features into VFIVE:

(1) Animation: We can show 3-D movies in the CAVE room.

(2) Acceleration of polygon generation: We have speeded up

the polygon generation in VFIVE by making use of the

OpenMP parallel processing.

(3) Interactive data extraction and amplification: We can

pick and cut out a local region of the whole simulation

domain in the CAVE room by hands. The extracted data
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region is automatically amplified to show the detailed

structure of the data with higher resolution.

(4) Parameter saver: In the CAVE room using VFIVE, one

may specifies a lot of visualization parameters such as

isosurface level and starting position of tracer particles.

These parameters can be saved on the hard disk drive by

specifying the save menu.

3. Development of YYView
We have developed a new visualization software named

YYView. YYView is composed of multiple sub-programs

including a main rendering engine (MovieMaker), a user

interface (YYview console), and an interactive previewer

(PlayWright).

We have designed MovieMaker as a master/slave parallel

rendering program for the shared-memory architecture. The

master process and slave processes have the simulation data

stored in the shared memory area. The master process per-

forms the following tasks; (i) to read a configuration file, (ii)

to read the simulation data into shared-memory area; and

(iii) to control the slave processes keeping a good load bal-

ance. Slave processes perform rendering tasks following

Fig. 2  A snapshot of VR visualization software VFIVE. One can interactively analyze vector

field by moving the portable controller. The field arrows follow the controller's motion,

with real time interpolation of the grid data.

Fig. 1  CAVE-type Virtual Reality System "BRAVE".
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commands sent from the master process and then return par-

tial-images back to the master via shared memory.

Interprocess communications are performed with Message

Passing Interface (MPI). We have achieved the dynamic

load balancing in MovieMaker by an active monitoring and

dynamic control of the slave processes.

Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the user interface of

YYView. The largest window seen in Fig. 3, with a colorful

visualization image in the black background, denotes

PlayWright. One can zoom/translate/rotate visualization

objects by the mouse control through this window. The

image shown in the PlayWright window is the result from

reduced data that is automatically downsized by a converter

program called DataFilter. The rendering command for the

downsized data is automatically sent by YYView to a

Fig. 3  A snapshot of our newly developed visualization software YYView,

which is a parallel rendering software with interactive user interface with

automatic data reduction.

Fig. 4  Movie of hurricane Katrina visualized by YYView/MovieMaker in the spherical geometry. The simulation was per-

formed by Multiscale Simulation Research Group, ESC.

remote parallel computer on which MovieMaker receives

and executes the command. The user of YYView can speci-

fy the appearance of the visualization through another sub-

program of YYView called ColorEditor. After he/she speci-

fies visualization methods, camera position, colors, and

other parameters through PlayWright and ColorEditor,

YYview invokes a command to MovieMaker in the remote

computer to generate a high quality image with the original

(non-downsized) data.

4. Movies
We conclude this report by showing snapshots of our

movies produced this fiscal year.

Figure 4: Hurricane Katrina, visualized by YYView/

MovieMaker. A volume rendering was performed in the spher-
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Fig. 6  Cloud formation and precipitation simulation performed by Holistic Simulation Research Program (HSRP) /ESC. Each

image of the animation is based on the pointillism, in which coordinates of all hypothetical particles (Super Droplets devel-

oped by HSRP) are plotted. Each particle represents an indefinitely large number of raindrops (indicated by rainbow colors

with opacity) and cloud droplets (indicated by grayscale with opacity).

Fig. 5  Volcanic cloud visualized by YYView/MovieMaker. The simulation was performed by IFFREE/JAMSTEC. 

ical geometry. The simulation was performed by Multiscale

Simulation Research Group, The Earth Simulator Center.

Figure 5: Volcanic cloud. The simulation was performed

by IFREE/JAMSTEC. This animation is also visualized by

YYView/MovieMaker.

Figure 6: Cloud formation. The simulation was performed

by Holistic Simulation Research Program, The Earth Simulator

Center. Each image of the animation is based on the pointil-

lism, in which coordinates of all hypothetical particles (Super

Droplets developed by Holistic Simulation Research Program)

are plotted. Each particle represents an indefinitely large num-

ber of raindrops (indicated by rainbow colors with opacity) and

cloud droplets (indicated by grayscale with opacity).
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